
SPIRIT OF EGUNJE 

I woke up in the morning with a cheerful heart. Today is the day I would make my own mark in 

the community. This is what I have been working for and today I get to prove myself and prove 

my worth. Six weeks of intense research and several late nights of compiling the results and 

financial estimates to contribute my own quota to developing a community and today I get to 

deliver the report. I got out of bed with a wide, maybe stupid grin plastered on my face. I was 

whistling all through my morning routine. I am in a good mood and I will tell you why. 

I had recently been employed in the Ministry of Health as a Research Assistant and almost 

immediately, I was given my first project. I got called into a meeting and I was handed a file 

containing the project info. The project required me to make a population sampling of a 

particular community within the local government and how they have been affected by a recent 

outbreak of Cholera. Furthermore, I was required to make an appropriate estimate of what it 

would cost to deliver vaccines and other form of medical assistance to the affected individuals. 

My heart skipped a beat, this was huge. I did not know where to start and this was just my third 

week at work. In my mind, I knew that the results I bring will affect several lives and therefore I 

had to be accurate with the results. The following six weeks were going to be hellish I just knew.  

I made a few calls to some friends I knew and got to work. It was frenzy and my Co-workers 

didn’t make it easy. Some were, for some weird reasons, saying “JJC, when the money comes 

we will share it o!!!” I did not understand what they meant.  

Six weeks down the line, I had completed my research. The cholera outbreak wasn’t as bad as 

we predicted. The financial implications weren’t much also. All in all, the whole job would cost 

us Eight Hundred Thousand Naira (=N= 800,000). I got to the office and made the 

presentation to my boss. He was pleased and said something like “Good Job”. He took the file 

from me and said “It needs to get to the commissioner, come again tomorrow”. Elated, I left 

only to return the next day to collect the file. I opened it and saw the Sum had been adjusted to 

about Five Million Naira, with something about mobilization fee and construction cost. I was 

amused but kept mute. “They know what they are doing” I told myself. The document was 

cleared to go for payment at the Accountant-General’s office. The money should come in within 

two days I was told. In my mind I thought “Government isn’t as bad after all. Why do people 

make so much fuss?” 

Two days later, I got whiff that the money will be paid and I will receive a cheque. Around 2pm 

my boss came out and dropped a cheque of Two Hundred thousand Naira on my desk. “Sir, 

this can’t even start up anything on the project” I protested. He glared at me and said in clear 

terms all in a whisper “You have done a good Job. This is your own cut, If you like go and start 

the project. You are on your own”  

Then I understood how the Sum increased. As the File went up the chain, everybody added their 

own cut. Alas the Egunje Spirit still reigns. 
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